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Good mommg, Chairman Baker, Chairman Marsico and Members of the 

Pennsylvania House of Representatives' Health and Judiciary Committees. Thank you for 

the opportunity to provide testimony on the practical implications and questions the 

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania would face if Medical Cannabis were legalized. I am 

Dr. David Casarett, Director of Hospice and Palliative Care at the University of 

Pennsylvania Health System and Associate Professor of Medicine at the Raymond and 

Ruth Perelman School of Medicine at the University of Pennsylvania. 

I've spent the past year trying to broadly address this issue as I've researched a book 

that will be published by Penguin Random House in July of 2015 (Stoned: A Doctor's 

Case for Medical Marijuana). In that time, I've interviewed dozens of researchers, 

physicians and patients, and reviewed hundreds of research studies. 

My goal has been to answer a single question: Does marijuana work? 

One thing I've learned is that this isn't the right question to ask, because whether 

marijuana "works" depends on what you want it to do. 

Marijuana seems to be quite effective in treating neuropathic pain. It's probably less 

effective for ordinary, nociceptive pain. But as more research is done, it may tum out to 

be useful for nociceptive pain. A lot of pain is caused by, or exacerbated by, 

inflammation. And we know that cannabinoids have anti-inflammatory properties, much 

as drugs like ibuprofen do. 

Marijuana definitely works for nausea, and particularly nausea that's associated with 

chemotherapy. In fact, it's probably as effective, or almost as effective, as other 

medications that are available by prescription like ondansetron. 

Marijuana probably improves appetite, too, even if it may not help people to gain 
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weight. It's probably useful for insomnia, although we don't yet have randomized 

controlled trial data to prove it. And it might be helpful in managing the symptoms of 

anxiety and PTSD. 

Then there are uses that are still hypothetical. Like treating the symptoms of 

dementia or Parkinson's disease, or as a complement to exposure therapy for PTSD. 

There is some data to support its use for the symptoms of pain and muscle spasms 

associated with neurodegenerative conditions like multiple sclerosis. 

Some of the most interesting research points to benefits of cannabidiol (CBD), one 

of the most prominent cannabihoids in marijuana. Unlike tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), 

which causes the 'high' feeling that recreational users seek, CBD doesn't. In fact, even 

large doses of CBD don't result in any euphoria at all. That's potentially very important, 

because CBD may have important therapeutic effects. For instance, there's anecdotal 

evidence that it's useful for seizures in children, and at least one clinical trial is underway 

to test that hypothesis. CBD may also be useful in the treatment of PTSD and panic 

attacks. Again, without causing euphoria or cognitive impairment. 

*** 
If marijuana is effective in relieving some symptoms---0r at least is as effective as 

other medications-then is it safe? 

Maybe. Although I've been impressed by marijuana's benefits, I've been surprised 

by its risks. And there are lots of them. 

When I began researching this topic, I assumed that marijuana was unlikely to do 

any real harm. But here, too, I was wrong. 

The risks of addiction, for instance, seem to be substantial. There is also a well-
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defined withdrawal syndrome associated with marijuana use. However, it's important to 

note that studies of marijuana addiction and withdrawal have all been done on 

recreational users. We don't know yet what the risk of addiction is when patients use 

medical marijuana for a clinical reason. 

That risk of addiction shouldn't be a fatal flaw, of course. Many medications, like 

opioids, have addictive potential. And certainly legal products like alcohol and tobacco 

are addictive. 

There also seem to be possible risks of psychosis and (perhaps) of schizophrenia. 

These studies are conflicting, and a consensus hasn't yet emerged that these psychiatric 

risks are real. 

Granted, those risks are trivial for many people, such as those with advanced 

illnesses like cancer that are likely to result in death soon. Too soon, in fact, to make 

risks of long-term effects significant. 

Moreover, these risks should be balanced against the risks of other medications. 

Many patients I've spoken with-including parents treating their children for seizures

have said that any risks of marijuana are better than the serious side effects of (legal) 

drugs. 

Finally, some risks are not real. For instance, despite multiple high quality studies, 

there doesn't seem to be an increased risk of lung disease (like emphysema) or cancer. 

Nor have studies documented a risk of heart attacks or strokes. So compared to 

cigarettes, for instance, which are associated with emphysema, cancer, heart attacks and 

strokes, marijuana is actually quite safe. 
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*** 
So I've become convinced that marijuana does have very real therapeutic benefits. 

For many patients, marijuana does provide relief of distressing symptoms. And for some 

patients, marijuana is more effective, and less toxic, than other medications that are 

available by prescription. But marijuana also has risks. Just as prescription medications 

do, marijuana causes side effects and comes with some risks of short-and long-term use. 

Marijuana is not the panacea or ''wonder drug" that some people claim it to be. Nor 

is it-in my opinion-a dangerous drug that should be banned. Instead, we need careful 

legislation that permits its use in a rational, controlled way. We need legislation that will 

provide access to people who can benefit from it, and which will provide necessary 

safeguards to ensure that Pennsylvanians using medical marijuana are fully informed. 

In closing, Mr. Chairmen, I would like to again thank you for the opportunity to 

provide testimony, and I would be delighted to answer any questions you or the 

Committee Members may have. 
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Glossary: 

Anandamide: Its name is derived from a Sanskrit word (literally ''the bliss molecule"). 

One of the body's naturally occurring cannabinoids. 

Bhang: Indian preparation of marijuana suspended in ghee (clarified butter). 

Bioavailability: A measure of the proportion of a drug that is absorbed. Most 

cannabinoids ingested by mouth have a bioavailability of 10 to 20 percent. Inhaled, 

they're 30 to 50 percent. 

Butane hash oil: Very concentrated cannabinoid-rich oil that is made by using butane to 

extract cannabinoids from cannabis plants. Other techniques use carbon dioxide or 

solvents. 

Bud: The flower of a cannabis plant. 

Cannabinoids: A group of molecules that exist in cannabis plants and can also be 

synthesized in a laboratory. 

Cannabis: The genus of the marijuana-producing plant, which includes the species 

Cannabis sativa and Cannabis indica. There is disagreement about whether a third group, 

Cannabis ruderalis, is a separate species. 

Cannabidiol (CBD): One of several dozen naturally occurring cannabinoids. It binds 

only weakly to CB 1 and CB2 receptors in the brain, and does not cause the "high" feeling 

that THC does. 

Cannabidiolic acid: The acidic (and inactive) form of CBD, which is present in plants 

before they're harvested. It's converted to active CBD by drying and heat. 
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Cannabigerol (CBG): A naturally occurring cannabinoid that is not psychoactive but 

which may slow abnormal cancer growth. 

CBl receptors: Cannabinoid receptors on neurons in the brain, and also on cells in the 

male and female reproductive systems. 

CB2 receptors: Cannabinoid receptors on microglial cells in the brain, and on immune 

cells. There are high densities of these receptors where there are concentrations of white 

blood cells (e.g., in the spleen and gastrointestinal tract). 

Concentrates: Substances with very high levels of cannabinoids. These go by names like 

oil, wax, shatter, budder, hash, and many others, depending on the consistency of the final 

product. 

Dependence: A term used to describe the state of someone whose use of a drug, like 

marijuana, is impairing their ability to function normally and is causing physical or 

psychological problems. 

Dispensary: A legitimate business that sells marijuana products. 

Dravet syndrome: A condition of severe childhood epilepsy caused by a mutation in the 

SCNlA gene, which is responsible for making channels that allow sodium to flow 

through a cell membrane. 

Dronabinol: A synthetic form of THC, given by mouth, which is available by 

prescription. 

Edibles: Foods that have been infused with marijuana extracts, and contain THC, CBD, 

and other cannabinoids. 

First-pass effect: The metabolic "tax" that the liver imposes on a drug taken by mouth, 
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by altering the drug's structure, often making it inactive. (Drugs that are absorbed 

through the mucosal lining of the mouth or rectum bypass this tax.) 

G Protein Receptor 55 (GPR-55): Cannabinoid receptors that have been discovered 

relatively recently, and which may be one of the ways that CBD reduces childhood 

seizures. ( GPR-18 and GPR-119 are also new receptors, although less well understood.) 

Hash: A concentrated form of marijuana, consisting mostly of cannabinoid-rich 

trichomes from a cannabis plant. 

Herbal marijuana: Herbs that may or may not have psychoactive properties, and ~hich 

are often laced with synthetic cannabinoids. 

Indica: Cannabis indica is one species of cannabis that is generally low in THC. 

Nabilone: A synthetic cannabinoid developed in the 1970s and still used for the 

treatment of nausea. 

Permeation enhancers: Chemicals like dimethylsulfoxide that help cannabinoid 

molecules to pass through the skin. 

Pistil: Small hairlike fibers, found on female cannabis plants, which have high 

cannabinoid concentrations. 

Placebo marijuana: Marijuana from which cannabinoids have been removed in the 

same way that caffeine is removed from coffee beans. 

Ruderalis: A form of cannabis, which some argue is a separate species. It is generally 

low in THC, high in CBD, and its flowers are triggered at a certain age, rather than by 

light. 
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Sativa: Cannabis sativa is a species of cannabis that has relatively high concentrations of 

THC, and has more psychoactive "high" effects that indica strains do. 

Sativex: A proprietary mixture of THC and CBD, dissolved in small amounts of alcohol, 

which can be absorbed through the mucosal lining of the mouth. 

Shatter: A form of marijuana concentrate that has the consistency of glass. 

Stamen: Part of a flower used to identify male buds, which are low in THC and CBD and 

thus are often culled. 

Strain: A variety of a cannabis species. Just as the species of domesticated dogs includes 

a wide variety of breeds, from Great Danes to dachshunds, one cannabis species (e.g., 

sativa or indica) has many strains. 

Synthetic cannabinoids: Artificial molecules that share some properties and effects with 

naturally occurring cannabinoids. 

Tetrahydrocannabinol (THC): The most common cannabinoid in marijuana. It's 

responsible for marijuana's psychoactive effects and the sensation of feeling high. 

Tetrahydrocannabinolic acid: The acidic (and inactive) form of THC, which is present 

in plants before they're harvested. It's converted to THC by drying and heat. 

Tincture: Cannabinoids that are dissolved in ethanol, typically in very high 

concentrations. 

Trichome: Very small, hairlike, cannabinoid-rich appendages on cannabis plants. 

Vaporizer: A device that is used to convert to vapor the cannabinoids in marijuana so 

that they can be inhaled. 
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Wax: A highly concentrated form of cannabinoids that has a gooey consistency. 

2-Arachionoylglycerol: An endocannabinoid, similar to anandamide, which exists in the 

body and binds to the body's cannabinoid receptors. 

11-0H-tetrahydrocannabinol (11-0H-THC): A metabolite of THC, which is produced 

in the liver, and which is at least as psychoactive as THC is. 11-nor-9-carboxy-THC is 

also a metabolite of THC, but is not psychoactive. 
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